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Problem Statement 

 In preceding studies coupled neutronics and 
thermo-hydraulic simulations were performed 
with the VSOP-A diffusion code for the 
standard 9.6 wt% enriched 9 g uranium fuel 
spheres in the PBMR-400:  

 Axial power profile peaked at about a third 
from the top of the fuel core. 

 Radial profile peaked directly adjacent to the 
central graphite reflector. 

 In the present study T-max during DLOFC 
for the standard reactor design was 1581°C, 
just below the safety limit of 1581°C. 

 

 



Problem Statement (Continued) 
  This limits the power output and licensability 

of the reactor, which limits its economic 
potential. 

 Therefore lowering of the maximum DLOFC 
temperature may benefit both safety and 
economics. 

 The standard axial and radial peaking of the 
power profile peaking is sub-optimal with 
respect to the passive leakage of decay heat 
during a DLOFC.  

 Strong lowering of the DLOFC temperature 
has been achieved by Boer et al by combining 
a multi-zone with radial gas flow. 

 

 



Methods 
1. Power profiles and DLOFC temperatures for the 

standard PBMR-400 model of E.J. Mulder:  



Optimisation Aims 
 Shape the axial distribution of the neutron 

poison in the central reflector in order to:  

 push the power density radially outwards and  

 suppress the axial power peak near the middle of the 

core, while  

 increasing the power density near the top and 

bottom of the core, in an effort to maximise decay 

heat leakage during a DLOFC. 

 Secondary aim: Reduce maximum fuel 

temperature during normal equilibrium 

operation. 

 Maintain all other safety limits. 

 



Method Placement of neutron 

poisons in the PBMR-400 
 

 



Methods 
1. Power profiles and DLOFC temperatures for the 

standard PBMR-400 model of E.J. Mulder:  



Results 



Optimal Placement of 10B 

 Control rods were withdrawn to the top of the fuel 

core. 
 

 



Results (Continued) 
 Optimised power profiles produced a strong 

reduction in the maximum DLOFC temperature by 

283°C from 1581.0°C to 1297.6°C. 

 Substantial neutronic coupling between the inner 

and outer parts of the core. 

 Poison reduced the average burn-up of the spent 

fuel by 22%: Will increase fuel cost. 

 Decreased maximum equilibrium fuel temperature 

slightly from 1023°C to 1017°C. 



Results (Continued) 
 In a separate optimisation attempt, the power 

profiles were optimised with a view to minimising 

the maximum equilibrium temperature. A substantial 

reduction by about 30°C down to 988°C was 

achieved, but at the expense of reducing the 

maximum DLOFC temperature only down to 

1410°C, instead of to 1297.6°C. 

 The designer thus needs to decide whether it is more 

important to reduce the maximum DLOFC or the 

equilibrium temperatures. 
 



Conclusions 
 The optimisation of the power profiles by means of 

placing an optimised distribution of neutron poison 

concentrations in the central reflector resulted in a 

large reduction in the maximum DLOFC 

temperature, which may produce far reaching safety 

and licensing benefits.  

 Unfortunately this came at the expense of losing the 

ability to execute effective load following. 

 The neutron poisons also caused a large reduction of 

22% in the average burn-up of the fuel. 

 Further optimisation is required to counter this 

reduction in burn-up. 

 



Thank you! 
 

 

Any questions or comments. 

 



Burn-up Results: All fuel types 

 

 



Method (Continued) 

 T-max DLOFC occurred at a radius of 104.5 cm, i.e. 

4.5 cm into the fuel core, directly adjacent to the 

central reflector and about 450 cm from the top of 

the fuel core. From these profiles the following can 

be observed. 

 Axial power profiles are strongly peaked at ±300 cm 

from the top.  

 Because the helium coolant flows from top to 

bottom, the coolant and thus the fuel temperature 

increases significantly from top to bottom. 

 



Method (Continued) 

 Due to the strong negative fuel temperature reactivity coefficients for the LEU fuel cycle in 

the PBMR DPP-400, this increase in the fuel temperatures will cause a decrease in the 

reactivity of the fuel and thus a decrease in the power towards the bottom 

 Power in the inner-most profile is also significantly higher than in the outer-most profile. This 

can partly be explained by the cylindrical effect. The control rods in the outer reflector were 

also partly inserted at the top of the core, as per normal, and thus suppressed the power near 

the top. 

 This increased the distance that the high decay heat power, produced in these inner layers, 

had to flow out to the ultimate heat sink. 

 Maximum DLOFC temperature profile was strongly peaked. This means that the high 

DLOFC temperatures, above for instance 1400°C, were concentrated in the small area 

between about 300 and 700 cm from the top, which limited the decay heat escape rate. 

 



Method (Continued) 

 peak in the maximum DLOFC temperature did not coincide with the power peaks, but lay 

±150 cm below them. This can be explained by the fact that the coolant flows from the top to 

the bottom. When the DLOFC starts, the fuel at the power peaks near the top of the core will 

produce much more decay heat than at the bottom. However, since the top reflector starts off 

at a much lower temperature, this decay heat will quickly flow from this fuel into the top 

reflector, which will effectively cool the fuel near the top. 

 However, since the top reflector starts off at a much lower temperature, this decay heat will 

quickly flow from this fuel into the top reflector, which will effectively cool the fuel near the 

top. At the bottom the opposite applies. 

 

 



Method: Placement of 10B 

  10B was inserted into the central reflector in the 

region around the axial DLOFC temperature peak at 

450 cm, in order to suppress the peak: response of 

the inner-most power profile was, however, 

unexpectedly intense and non-linear 

 control rods were thus withdrawn to the bottom of 

the gas plenum below the top reflector, i.e. to the 

level of the top of the fuel core. 

 time between fuel shufflings was shortened in order 

to restore criticality by increasing fuel supply and 

throughput rates and thus the average fissile 

enrichment of the core. 



Method: Placement of 10B 

 suppression of the power around 450 cm reduced the heat transfer to the coolant and thus 

reduced both the coolant and fuel temperatures below the suppression region. Due to the 

strong negative fuel temperature reactivity coefficients, this lowering of the fuel temperatures 

caused an increase in the reactivity of the fuel and thus a strong increase in the equilibrium 

power adjacent to the central reflector below the suppression region. 

 main response to the poisoning was thus a lowering of power in the suppression regions, 

accompanied by a strong and asymmetric increase in the power below these. 

 led to a downward shift in the axial peak of the DLOFC temperature profile 

 response to this a lower but significant concentration of 10B was added to the lower parts of 

the central reflector, in order to try and suppress this peak. 

 Again a non-linear response : power spiked in all areas sufficiently removed from the 

suppressed area, but mostly so near the top of the core, directly adjacent to the central 

reflector. 

 spike was large enough to approach the limit of the maximum power/fuel sphere. 

 peak in the DLOFC temperature jumped to this upper part of the core, rather than to be 

strongly suppressed. 



Burn-up Results: All fuel types 

 

 




